New Essay Collections in Atla Research Tools

Academic Studies Press
• Beyond Jewish Identity: Rethinking Concepts and Imagining Alternatives
• The New Jewish Canon

Atla Open Press
• Shifting Stacks: A Look at the Future of Theological Libraries in Celebration of Atla’s 75th Anniversary*

Baylor University Press
• Religion and Human Flourishing

Brill
• Handbook of Leaving Religion*
• Handbook of Megachurches*
• Vision, Narrative, and Wisdom in the Aramaic Texts from Qumran*

Cascade Books
• Doing Theology in the Age of Trump: A Critical Report on Christian Nationalism

Catholic University of America Press
• Selected Papers: Must Morality be Grounded in God?

Central European University Press
• Pagans and Christians in the Late Roman Empire: new evidence, new approaches (4th–8th centuries)

Cornell University Press
• Contingent citizens: shifting perceptions of Latter-day Saints in American political culture

De Gruyter
• Is there a Judeo-Christian Tradition?: A European Perspective*
• Isaac Orobio: the Jewish argument with dogma and doubt*
• Christian Martyrdom in Late Antiquity: (300 - 450 AD) History and Discourse, Tradition and Religious Identity*

Eerdmans
• Jesus Christ: The New Face of Human Social Progress
• Embodiment and black religion: rethinking the body in African American religious experience

Equinox Publishing
• Everyday Humanism

Fordham University Press
• Karl Barth and comparative theology

James Clarke & Co
• Justification in a Post-Christian Society

Langaa Research & Publishing Common Initiative Group
• Ori-Oke Spirituality and Social Change in Africa: Contemporary Perspectives

*Open Access

September 2020-December 2020
Lutheran World Federation
- Global Perspectives on the Reformation: Interactions between Theology, Politics and Economics
- Resisting Exclusion: Global Theological Responses to Populism

Max Planck Institute for European Legal History
- Normatividades e instituciones eclesiásticas en el virreinato del Perú, siglos XVI-XIX*
- Normatividades e instituciones eclesiásticas en la Nueva España, siglos XVI-XIX*

MDPI
- Inward Being and Outward Identity: The Orthodox Churches in the 21st Century*

Meinema
- Proeven van Vrouwenstudies Theologie, Deel VIII

Mohr Siebeck
- Philosophie der Republik*

Orbis Books
- "All the Ends of the Earth": Challenge and Celebration of Global Catholicism
- Let Justice be Done: Writings from American Abolitionists, 1688-1865
- You Say You Want a Revolution?: 1968-2018 in Theological Perspective

Oxford University Press
- The Oxford Handbook of Biblical Narrative
- The Oxford Handbook of Dietrich Bonhoeffer
- The Oxford Handbook of Karl Barth
- The Oxford Handbook of Religion and Race in American History
- The Oxford Handbook of the Prophets

Palgrave Macmillan
- Decolonial Christianities: Latinx and Latin American Perspectives

Routledge
- Reinterpreting the Eucharist: explorations in feminist theology and ethics

SBL Press
- Saul, Benjamin, and the emergence of monarchy in Israel*

Transcript Verlag
- Islam in Process: Historical and Civilizational Perspectives

University of Hawai'i Press
- Confucianisms for a changing world cultural order*

Verlag der Österreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften
- Théonymie celtique, cultes, interpretation*

Wiley-Blackwell
- The Wiley Blackwell Companion to Karl Barth: Barth and Dogmatics; Volume 1

Wipf and Stock
- Hymns and Hymnody I: Historical and Theological Introductions: From Asia Minor to Western Europe

*Open Access

September 2020-December 2020